
TEEME$Work$Placement$Report$
(to$be$submitted$after$placement$has$been$completed)$

$
$
Name$of$student:$
$

David$Amelang$

Institution$offering$
placement:$
$

Staatsbibliothek$zu$Berlin$

Start$and$end$dates$
of$placement:$
$

27.04.2015$G$22.05.2015$

Work$pattern:$
$

8$hours/day,$5$days/week$

Placement$
supervisor:$
$

Dr.$Jochen$Haug$

Description$of$type$
of$work$carried$
out:$
$

G$Acquisition$of$books$for$the$English$Language$subdepartment$$
G$Proofread$the$translation$of$the$Alexader$von$Humboldt’s$travel$
diaries’$new$website$$
G$Design$the$concept$for$a$new$SBBGIAI$symposium$$
G$Prepare$the$Shakespeare$Online$Resources$workshop$
G$Shadowing$Dr.$Haug$during$meetings:$Benutzungsabteilung$Siztung,$
Kleine$WDGSitzung,$Jour$Fixe,$Materialität$Forschungskolloquium;$
MPIWG$
G$Visits$to$different$library$subdepartments$to$learn$about$
librarianship:$History$of$the$SBB$(Dagmar$Bouziane),$Rare$Books$
Department$(Thomas$Klaus$Jakob$&$Maria$Federbusch),$
Iberoamerican$Institut$(Ulrike$Mühlschlegel,$Cristoph$Müller,$Gregor$
Wolff),$Subject$Indexing$(Armin$Talke),$Incunabula$(Falk$Eisermann,$
Oliver$Duntze,$Martina$Nickel)$
$

$
$
Reflective$comments$(indicative$length:$500$to$1500$words)$
 
Depending$on$what$we$consider$the$TEEME$work$placement’s$purpose$to$be,$the$month$I$spent$
at$the$Staatsbibliothek$zu$Berlin$was$either$a$complete$success$or$an$utter$failure.$A$complete$
success$because$I$learned$a$lot$about$the$world$of$librarianship,$I$made$interesting$contacts$for$
my$future$plans$after$the$PhD$period,$and$all$in$all$I$enjoyed$myself$a$lot$working$with$Dr.$Haug$
and$the$rest$of$the$library$staff.$An$utter$failure$because$I$do$not$think$this$month$changed$my$
mind$about$not$wanting$to$be$a$librarian,$I$feel$like$I$am$not$designed$for$an$office$job$with$a$9GtoG
5$schedule,$and$worst$of$all$I$never$truly$mastered$the$ungodly$German$computer$keyboard.$
$
The$work$placement$Dr.$Haug$designed$was$a$perfect$balance$between$education$and$work.$The$
monthGlong$Praktikum$was$built$around$the$idea$of$having$a$core$2$or$3$main$tasks,$garnished$
with$periodical$visits$to$other$sub$departments$of$the$library$to$learn$about$what$takes$place$
there,$with$little$to$no$workload$involved$during$these$field$trips$other$than$enjoying$the$ride.$
Considering$that$the$work$placement$was$envisioned$to$offer$TEEME$students$an$opportunity$to$
see$how$life$after$the$PhD$and$outside$of$academia$could$be$like,$I$believe$Dr.$Haug’s$approach$hit$
the$target$by$not$reducing$the$intern’s$stay$to$becoming$one$more$member$of$the$library,$but$to$
offer$the$intern$the$opportunity$to$see$as$much$of$this$‘other$world’$as$possible.$
$
Half$of$my$time$was$spent$in$an$office$with$four$very$nice$reference$librarians$(Christina$Schmitz,$



Marianne$Seidig,$Miriam$Seeger,$Monika$Hasenmüller),$who$were$very$helpful$and$patient$with$
me.$The$other$half$had$me$visiting$different$parts$of$the$Potsdamer$Platz$house,$or$sometimes$the$
Unter$den$Linden$house,$and$even$once$we$had$to$make$it$to$Dahlem$to$visit$the$Max$Planck$
Institute$for$the$History$of$Science.$I$hardly$look$back$at$these$last$four$weeks$and$think$of$them$
as$images$of$a$sedentary$lifestyle.$The$combination$of$office$hours$and$style$of$work$with$the$
mobility$of$shadowing$Dr.$Haug$during$his$meetings$or$going$to$visit$a$department$at$the$other$
house$was$a$perfect$blend,$since$I$do$not$believe$most$people$halfGway$through$the$PhD$process$
could$survive$a$normal$office$environment.$During$this$month$I$should$have$learned$how$to$
manage$my$work$hours$by$pacing$myself$and$spreading$the$workload$across$the$day.$I$dare$say$I$
did$not$do$this,$since$I$felt$it$would$have$been$very$damaging$for$me$to$suddenly$learn$how$to$
slow$down$right$before$getting$back$to$work$on$finishing$the$thesis$on$time.$But$I$think$this$might$
be$more$of$a$unique$case,$since$most$of$the$TEEME$students$have$previous$job$market$experience$
unlike$myself.$
$
Of$course,$my$placement$had$particularities$as$well,$as$there$were$some$tasks$that$seemed$tailorG
made$specifically$for$me.$I$helped$Dr.$Haug$by$designing$a$workshop$presentation$on$
Shakespeare$Online$Resources.$I$also$assisted$him$by$doing$some$of$the$preliminary$filtering$of$
the$acquisitions$list;$and$every$doctoral$student$is$more$than$eager$to$have$9$million$€$budget$for$
buying$books.$And$finally,$I$laid$down$the$first$stone$of$what$can$potentially$be$a$symposium$
coorganised$by$the$Staatsbibliothek$and$the$Iberoamerican$Institute$on$early$modern$material$
culture$between$Europe$and$Latin$America.$Regardless$of$whether$this$works$out$in$the$end$or$
not$(I$will$be$partaking$in$the$organisation$as$much$as$possible$and$required$of$me$even$after$the$
placement)$I$believe$I$will$learn$a$lot$about$how$academic$events$are$organised.$
$
In$short,$the$work$placement$at$the$SBB$provided$me$with$the$opportunity$to:$improve$my$
German,$learn$about$the$complicated$world$of$subject$indexing,$understand$the$trials$and$
tribulations$of$dealing$with$certain$bureaucratic$barriers,$meet$extremely$interesting$people,$do$
‘relevant’$work$that$will$affect$people$in$a$tangible$way$(always$a$nice$feeling),$and$cross$certain$
items$off$of$my$bucket$list$I$did$not$even$know$were$on$there.$And$by$that$I$mean$that$I$got$to$see$
Einstein’s$theory$of$relativity$notes$at$the$Max$Planck$Institute,$the$bunkerGreactor$in$which$
Heisenberg$developed$the$German$atomic$programme,$and$even$the$copy$of$the$Hebrew$Bible$
Martin$Luther$used$(and$annotated)$while$writing$his$German$translation$of$der$Bibel.$I$cannot$
stress$how$much$small$things$like$that$made$everything$even$much$more$worthwhile,$as$I$am$
sure$every$placement$option$TEEME$offers$can$do$for$all$of$us.$Hopefully$the$staff$at$the$SBB$
found$my$stay$there$as$pleasant$GG$or$unobtrusive$GG$as$I$found$it$entertaining.$But$it$is$time$to$get$
back$to$writing$my$thesis,$which$after$a$month$of$neglecting$I$come$back$to$it$with$renewed$
energies.$All$in$all$a$winGwin.$
$
David$
$
Ps.$While$I$am$sure$that,$if$necessary,$Dr.$Haug$could$find$a$way$of$making$the$month$long$stay$a$
100%$English$language$affaire,$I$strongly$recommend$the$intern$who$desires$to$apply$here$to$
have$some$knowledge$of$German,$and$to$intend$to$use$and$improve$it$during$this$time.$That$way$
you$can$access$more$people,$more$sub$departments,$and$partake$in$more$varied$and$interesting$
tasks.$
$
$
$
Date:$$
27.05.2015$
Signature$(electronic):$

$
$



!
!

TEEME$Work$Placement$Report$
(to!be!submitted!after!placement!has!been!completed)!

!
!
Name!of!student:!
!

Jelena!Bakić!

Institution!offering!
placement:!
!

Casa!da!Música!

Start!and!end!dates!
of!placement:!
!

June,!July,!and!part!of!September!
June!2015!–!September!2015!!

Work!pattern:!
!

PartJtime,!4!hours!per!day;!not!every!working!day!

Placement!
supervisor:!
!

Rui!Pereira!

Description!of!type!
of!work!carried!
out:!
!

J!Taking!part!in!the!preparation!of!the!program!for!the!
world!premiere!of!the!opera!“Giordano!Bruno”,!by!
Francesco!Filidei!
J!Conducting!research!on!the!life!and!work!of!Giordano!
Bruno!
J!Writing!an!article!about!G.!Bruno!
J!Making!a!map!of!places!where!he!stayed!
J!Making!a!chronology!of!his!life!and!work!
J!Defining!the!most!important!facts!of!Giordano!Bruno’s!life!
J!Scanning!the!programmes!of!Orpheon(Portuense!(first!half!
of!the!20th!century)!for!the!database!of!Casa!da!Música!
!

!
!



!
!

Reflective$comments$(indicative!length:!500!to!1500!words)$
!
“Giordano!Bruno”!is!an!opera!in!12!scenes,!which!had!its!world!premiere!in!
Porto,!at!the!Casa!da!Música,!on!12th!September!2015.!Music!for!the!opera!was!
written!by!Francesco!Filidei!with!libretto!by!Stefano!Busellato.!!It!was!
commissioned!by!Théâtre!&!Musique!Paris!and!Casa!da!Música,!with!the!help!of!!
the!Ernst!von!Siemens!Music!Foundation!and!Réseau!Varèse.!
http://www.casadamusica.com/pt/agenda/2015/09/12JsetembroJ2015JremixJ
eJcoroJtm?lang=pt#tab=0!!
At!my!first!meeting!with!Rui!Periera,!the!placement!supervisor,!I!was!asked!
about!my!TEEME!research.!After!explaining!the!main!topic!of!my!PhD!thesis,!
which!covers!the!16th!century,!marginal!writings,!and!is!situated!mainly!on!the!
Italian!peninsula,!I!was!asked!if!I!knew!anything!about!Giordano!Bruno!and!if!I!
would!be!interested!in!doing!research!on!his!life!and!work.!My!task!would!be!to!
produce!an!interesting!and!informative!text!for!general!public,!to!be!published!in!
the!opera’s!program.!With!great!pleasure!I!accepted!the!task!and!started!reading!
books!written!by!Giordano!Bruno!as!well!as!the!vast!bibliography!on!his!life!and!
work.!At!the!end,!I!produced!an!article!titles!“Giordano!Bruno:!The!Waker!of!
Sleeping!Souls”,!a!chronology!of!his!life!and!work,!and!a!map!of!his!travelling,!all!
published!in!the!program!of!the!opera!(available!online!at!
http://we.tl/Sg7zNOpjdC,!last!access!on!16th!September!2015).!
Apart!from!this,!I!also!wrote!pieces!for!social!media:!since!the!opera!consists!of!
12!scenes,!and!was!performed!on!September!12th,!I!wrote!about!the!12!most!
important!places!in!the!life!of!Giordano!Bruno!and!the!12!most!important!facts!of!
his!life!and!work.!Finally,!I!took!part!in!the!preparation!of!the!program,!assisting!
in!the!editing!process.!!
!
Another!task!I!worked!on!was!scanning!the!programs!of!the!Porto!Choral!Society!
–!Orpheon!Portuense,!now!housed!in!the!archive!of!Casa!da!Música.!I!scanned,!
named!and!sorted!200!Orpheon!Portuense!programs!of!concerts!held!from!1928!
to!1948.!The!Orpheon!Portuense!was!the!main!cultural!institution!in!Porto,!
founded!in!1881,!and!came!to!an!end!in!2008.!All!its!documents!and!material!
assets!were!donated!to!the!Casa!da!Musica.!In!the!past,!thanks!to!the!initiatives!of!
the!Orpheon!and!another!organization,!the!Circle!of!Musical!Culture,!Porto!
became!host!to!many!world!class!orchestras!and!soloists.!
!
Apart!from!this,!the!placement!supervisor,!Rui!Pereira,!who!is!also!one!of!the!
authors!of!the!trilogy!Palaces(of(Melody:(an(Historical(Survey(of(Music(Venues(in(
Porto((2010),!organized!for!TEEME!students!a!wonderful!voyage!of!discovery!
into!the!musical!life!of!Porto.!On!25th!May!2015!we!started!a!voyage!departing!
from!Casa!da!Música.!With!the!three!volumes!of!Palaces(of(Melody!in!hand,!and!
Rui’s!explanations,!we!visited!some!important!places!of!music,!and!it!was!not!
difficult!to!conclude!that!Porto!has!a!long!musical!tradition,!starting!from!18th!
century!onwards.!Among!others,!we!visited!Coliseu!do!Porto,!teatro!Rivoli,!Casa!
Das!Artes,!Museu!do!Carro!Elétrico,!Conservatório!de!Música!do!Porto,!Teatro!
Nacional!São!João,!Circulo!do!Cultura!Musical,!and!more,!finishing!the!circle!again!
in!Casa!da!Musica!!J!the!first!building!entirely!dedicated!to!the!music!in!Porto.!!
Moreover,!the!free!visit!to!the!Casa!da!Música!and!possibility!to!attend!all!



!
!

concerts!I!was!interested!in!made!these!few!months!unforgettable.!!
!
Conclusion:!
My!working!placement!at!Casa!da!Música!was!one!of!my!most!beautiful!working!
experiences.!To!work!on!such!a!topic!as!the!life!and!work!of!Giordano!Bruno,!and!
to!see!the!opera,!made!me!more!secure!about!the!importance!of!the!work!we!
TEEME!fellows!do.!Moreover,!a!lot!of!material!I!used!for!this!research,!I!can!also!
use!for!my!doctoral!thesis.!Being!supervised!by!Rui!Pereira,!who!would!never!
forget!to!ask!about!my!own!research,!and!who!would!share!his!own!PhD!
experience!with!me,!was!very!useful!and!inspiring.!!!
To!work!on!scanning!and!cataloguing!material!at!the!Mediateca!with!two!
librarians!who!sincerely!love!music—Joao!and!Pedro—was!a!short!but!very!
beautiful!experience.!In!an!office!in!a!basement,!they!would!put!on!the!most!
beautiful!pieces!of!the!classical!music,!making!it!such!an!beautiful!working!
environment.!!
The!last!part!of!my!work!was!assisting!in!final!editing!of!the!opera’s!program.!I!
worked!with!Liliana!Marinho,!who!did!translation,!editing,!and!many!other!
invisible!things.!It!was!a!real!pleasure.!!
!
All!in!all,!my!internship!was!a!highly!useful!and!enjoyable!experience,!where!
classical!music!became!a!part!of!my!life,!Giordano!Bruno!became!the!topic!of!my!
further!research,!Casa!da!Música!became!a!place!where!I!would!like!to!come!
more!often,!and!Porto—for!me—became!the!city!of!melody.!!
!
!
!
Date:$16th$September$2015$
$
Signature$(electronic):$Jelena$Bakic$
$
!



TEEME Work Placement Report 
(to be submitted after placement has been completed) 

 

 

Name of student: Somnath Basu 

Institution offering 

placement: 
Lambeth Palace Library, London 

Start and end dates 

of placement: 
11.08.2015 to 19.09.2015 

Work pattern: 5 days a week, 10:00-17:00. 25 working days in total. 

Placement 

supervisor: 
Hugh Cahill 

Description of type 

of work carried 

out: 

 

• Locating and annotating references to witchcraft in 16th 

and 17th-century manuscripts for a GCSE A-Level course 

pack on witchcraft being created by the Library. 

• Assisting with the setting up of temporary exhibitions 

for visitors and the CILIP Rare Books and Special 

Collections Group Conference 2015. 

 

 

 
Reflective Comments (indicative length: 500 to 1500 words) 
 

My work placement at Lambeth Palace Library enabled me to better understand how public 

institutions attempt to be of use to a reading public that extends beyond scholars and 

researchers. Lambeth Palace Library has undergone several transformations since it was 

founded in the 1580s – from being the personal library of the Archbishops of Canterbury to a 

publicly accessible one containing books, manuscripts and other material on many subjects, not 

necessarily related to theology and religious history. The project to which I was assigned 

reflected this attempt to reach out to a wider public—the Library decided to create a course pack 

for the GCSE A-Level Examinations about the history of witchcraft in England. To that end, I was 

directed to look through a number of manuscripts from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

which had already been identified as likely sources of information about witchcraft. My job was 

to locate the references, copy them out, annotate them and write a short paragraph trying to 

explain why that particular reference was important and what it told us about perceptions of 

witchcraft in the early modern period. 

 

The variety of the manuscripts was considerable – letters between James I and Archbishop 

George Abbot about the notorious divorce case of Lady Frances Howard; an account of a 

travelling Assizes court in sixteenth-century Ireland; a letter written in 1707 by a clergyman 

from what was then a British colony in South Carolina, and so on. My perusal of these 

manuscripts helped me appreciate the diversity of the Library’s collection and also the way in 

which information about a single topic could be gleaned from sources apparently unconnected to 

the topic under consideration—a lesson to be followed while doing my own research. Moreover, 

the annotation and contextualization prevented the work from becoming purely clerical. 

Furthermore, given that most of the manuscripts were in secretary hand (one even had Chaldean 

and Hebrew characters, which I recommended be shown to a specialist), my palaeographic skills 

received a great deal of practice. 



 

The creation of the course pack was an ongoing process and manuscript references were one 

part of it. Two interns were allotted the task of looking through printed material for this period 

and identifying references in the same way as I was doing with the manuscripts.  I collaborated 

with them to discuss ways in which we could most effectively summarize and compress the 

material we found—since the course pack could not exceed a fixed number of pages, while we 

had found dozens of references and quotes. This exercise proved to be useful in understanding 

how the results of academic research need to be formatted depending on the nature of the 

audience being targeted—something to be remembered for the future. At the end of the 

placement period, I submitted a report of my findings to my supervisor listing and annotating the 

references I had found in the manuscripts I had examined. 

 

Apart from the work on the witchcraft project, I also assisted with the laying out of a small 

display for a visit by Mrs. Judy Scheide, the widow of the late William H. Scheide, who donated his 

extensive library to Princeton Library after his death. I mention this in particular because it gave 

me an opportunity to handle some of Lambeth Palace Library’s most precious items—a 

Gutenberg Bible that was printed in Germany but decorated and bound in England (possibly the 

first printed book to be sent here), Richard III’s personal Book of Hours (taken from his tent after 

the Battle of Bosworth Field), and the tenth-century MacDurnan Gospels, a manuscript that once 

belonged to the Saxon king Æthelstan of England. The histories of the creation and ownership of 

these manuscripts were narrated to me as well, providing me with some idea about how 

ownership patterns worked in the sixteenth century—again, something that might be of use to 

me in my research. I also helped out with preparations for the CILIP Rare Books and Special 

Collections Group Conference 2015 in a very minor capacity. 

 

I was also given a tour of Lambeth Palace, with an explanation of how the main building and the 

outbuildings had evolved over the last eight centuries. I was also told about plans to build a new 

library building at one end of the Palace Gardens, which would become operational after five or 

six years. I regret that my time there ended just before the official re-opening of the Great Hall, 

which had housed much of the library till it was damaged by a bomb during World War II and 

had only just been repaired and renovated.  I hope to see some of the books in their pre-war 

location on my next visit to the library. I also had some explanation of the funding schemes used 

for these renovations and extensions given to me, which increased my knowledge about funding 

for the humanities in the United Kingdom. 

 

In sum, my stint at Lambeth Palace Library was both enjoyable and informative. It provided me 

with some insight into the way in which libraries today attempt to reach out to a wider audience. 

More importantly, it taught me how we should not pigeon-hole institutions based on their 

origins—the Library has so much material not related to Christianity or religious history that it 

would be a resource worth consulting for several disciplines. Working with the library catalogues 

and document summaries helped me find material useful to my research which I will consult at a 

later date. The staff members at the Library were both welcoming and friendly, and provided me 

with a great deal of useful information about their work and the material they handled. The 

guidance provided by library Director Giles Mandelbrote, and, above all, Hugh Cahill, made this 

an enriching and rewarding experience, and I am grateful to have had the opportunity to have 

been able to work here. 

 

 

 

Date:  21.10.2015 

Signature (electronic): 

 



TEEME$Work$Placement$Report$
(to$be$submitted$after$placement$has$been$completed)$

$
$
Name$of$student:$
$

Diviya$

Institution$offering$
placement:$
$

National$Maritime$Museum$

Start$and$end$dates$
of$placement:$
$

June$1@30,$2015$

Work$pattern:$
$

Full$time,$4$weeks$

Placement$
supervisor:$
$

Dr$James$Davey$

Description$of$type$
of$work$carried$
out:$
$

Researching$collections$for$an$upcoming$permanent$
gallery,$reporting$on$existing$galleries,$miscellaneous$
library$research$

$
$
Reflective$comments$(indicative$length:$500$to$1500$words)$
$
My$month$at$the$National$Maritime$Museum$has$been$an$instructive$experience$and$a$real$
pleasure.$I$was$fortunate$to$be$around$when$new$permanent$galleries$were$in$the$early$stages$of$
planning,$and$to$get$a$glimpse$into$the$madness$and$the$method$therein.$I$was$involved$with$the$
gallery$on$Tudor$and$Stuart$seafarers,$scheduled$for$2018.$James$Davey,$who$oversaw$my$
placement,$was$keen$that$this$be$a$mutually$beneficial$exchange$and$encouraged$me$to$trawl$the$
museum’s$collections$to$feed$my$own$interests$while$contributing$to$the$gallery$itself.$In$my$first$
briefing$session,$I$was$given$an$overview$of$the$gallery’s$scope,$and$a$sense$of$the$strengths$and$
relative$weaknesses$of$the$museum’s$collections$with$regard$to$the$key$stories$identified$in$the$
initial$plan.$Given$that$‘early$colonial$encounter’$was$one$story$looking$for$suitable$objects,$we$
decided$that$my$main$task$would$be$to$research$the$museum’s$holdings$for$ways$to$best$tell$that$
story.$I$was$pleased$to$find$that$the$NMM$held$an$excellent$collection$of$16th$and$17th$century$
etchings$illustrating$a$range$of$European$‘encounters’$in$North$America,$and$some$stunning$early$
maps$that$drew$up$the$‘New$World’$as$it$first$began$materialising$for$European$seafarers.$I$
collated$my$research$in$a$report$on$colonisation$in$the$scheme$of$the$gallery,$which$contained$a$
selected$object$list$and$a$strategy$of$interpretation.$$
$
Though$the$gallery’s$final$shape$is$far$from$fixed,$the$exercise$was$very$valuable$to$me$in$a$
number$of$ways.$The$report$became$an$occasion$for$focused$research;$it$was$refreshing$to$engage$
with$material$so$different$from$my$own$usual$text@heavy$research$objects,$and$yet$to$find$a$
persistence$of$patterns.$Since$I$am$interested$in$the$recurrent$tropes$that$have$structured$ideas$
of$colonialism$across$time$and$media,$this$was$a$very$exciting$and$affirming$process.$The$maps$
and$images$were$material$evidence$of$the$many$interconnections$that$inflect$the$narrative$of$
early$modern$maritime$nations$and$empires.$Early$European$maps$showed$how$naming$
newfound$spaces$became$a$way$of$claiming$and$stamping$territorial$oneupmanship,$even$as$they$
represented$game@changing$advances$in$technical$and$navigational$knowhow.$Etchings$depicting$
European$encounter$with$indigenous$Americans$could$be$seen$as$early$ethnographic$records,$
which$also$set$up$some$standard$colonialist$binaries,$such$as$that$between$the$‘civil’$and$the$
‘barbaric’.$To$the$extent$that$they$drew$attention$to$how$early$modern$Europeans$chose$to$record$



moments$of$contact,$the$images$also$testified$to$Europeans’$own$self@fashioning$with$respect$to$
the$unfamiliar$‘other’,$and$drew$up$a$more$nuanced$picture$of$mutual$interaction.$For$me,$this$
material$animated$the$story$of$colonisation$by$throwing$into$relief$the$chaos$and$contrasts$of$the$
colonial$vision$in$the$flux$of$identities$that$was$early$modern$Europe.$It$also$alerted$me$to$the$
inevitable$limits$of$available$evidence$in$telling$as$diversely$representative$a$story$as$possible.$At$
a$broader$level,$putting$together$the$report$reinforced$for$me$some$self@evident,$but$often$
sidelined$aspects$of$academic$writing:$an$awareness$that$historical$narrative$is$an$interplay$of$
fact,$evidence$and$interpretation$entailing$constant$selection;$and$that$evidence$(or$its$absence)$
must$not$be$taken$merely$at$face$value.$$$$
$
The$creative$challenge$in$selecting$significant$stories$and$objects$given$several$constraints$was$
brought$home$to$me$in$the$gallery$design$and$content$meetings.$I$was$happy$to$have$a$fly@on@the@
wall$view$upon$the$various,$often$competing$stakes$at$play$in$gallery$planning.$Observing$the$
range$of$collaboration$disabused$me$of$the$notion$that$decisions$in$public$institutions$were$
entirely$top@down,$centralised$or$married$to$an$inflexible$agenda.$I$also$gained$a$sense$of$the$
multifaceted$challenges$—$and$indeed,$rewards$—$of$curatorial$work:$to$select$and$frame$stories$
to$tell,$to$remedy$or$to$justify,$to$think$both$logically$and$laterally,$to$juggle$competing$claims$all$
while$striving$for$a$semblance$of$balance.$Not$only$was$this$insight$professionally$useful,$it$also$
gave$me$fresh$purchase$on$the$logistics$of$displaying$‘history’$and$modulated$my$critical$
responses.$This$informed$my$other$designated$task:$a$reflective@critical$report$on$some$of$the$
museum’s$existing$permanent$galleries.$$
$
Apart$from$gallery@related$work,$I$also$researched$the$Caird$library$collections$for$my$doctoral$
project.$Since$I$am$interested$in$institutionalised$vernacular$philology$and$its$links$with$colonial$
administration,$I$looked$at$some$late$18th@$and$19th@century$glossaries$of$foreign$languages$
(Hindustani,$Malay,$Turkish,$Korean$and$languages$of$the$South$Pacific)$produced$under$the$
aegis$of$the$East$India$Company.$I$also$looked$at$some$letters$and$dispatches$addressed$to$
William$Cornwallis$in$India$and$the$diaries$of$John$Dee.$I$got$some$interesting$inputs$for$my$
thesis$and$ideas$for$future$projects.$$
One$of$the$highlights$of$my$time$at$the$museum$was$the$visit$to$the$stores,$in$which$I$got$the$
chance$to$see$some$beautiful$early$globes$and$maps$that$are$not$on$display.$$
$
On$the$whole,$I$was$glad$to$encounter$a$professional$yet$friendly$work$environment$at$NMM.$
James$and$the$library$staff$in$particular$were$very$warm,$attentive$and$encouraging$and$have$
made$this$an$experience$to$cherish.$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Date:$August$5,$2015$
$
Signature$(electronic):$Diviya$
$
$



TEEME Work Placement Report

(to be submitted after placement has been completed)

Name of student: Djamila KADI

Institution offering 

placement:

Ethnologisches Museum, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

(North Africa, Western & Central Asia Department)

Start and end dates 

of placement:

05- 30 October 2015

Work pattern: From Monday to Friday

(10:00 am to 06:00 pm)

Placement 

supervisor:

Dr. Ingrid Schindlbeck

Head of the North Africa, Western  & Central Asia Department

Description of type 

of work carried out:

-Scanning  around 300 photographic slides and integrating 

them to the  MuseumPlus database

- Photographing around 60 objects from the Africa Collection

 ( Kabyle Jewelry and Kabyle Pottery)

-Adding and correcting  information in MuseumPlus database

-Attending special events and meetings

Reflective comments (indicative length: 500 to 1500 words)

I  had  the  great  pleasure  to  carry  out  my  work  placement  at  the  Ethnologisches

Museum, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin between the 5th and 30th of October 2015 under

the  supervision  of  Dr.  Ingrid  Schindlbeck,  who is  the  Head  of  the  North  Africa,

Western & Central Asia Department/ Collection. 

Although I did not manage to integrate my doctoral research into my mission at the

Ethnologisches Museum, my work placement experience as an intern at  the North

Africa, Western & Central Asia Department was nevertheless extremely rewarding on

both an intellectual and personal level. Indeed, not only have I been enabled to learn a

great deal about the different ways in which a museum of this kind functions, how

exhibitions are designed and how objects are acquired and conserved, but I also had

the privilege to meet amazing and  extremely generous people who were ready to

share  with  me their  expertise  and  long working experience  at  the  Ethnologisches

Museum. Moreover, they also allowed me to practise my German in a professional

context and helped me enrich it with a more technical vocabulary. 

Upon my arrival to the Museum, Dr. Ingrid Schindlbeck kindly offered me a guided

tour through the North Africa, Western & Central Asia Department. I mainly visited

the ' Worlds of Muslims Exhibition' and then had a look at the department storage

depots. Later on,  I also got to know more about the museum by taking part in a series

of guided tours offered by the chief curators of different departments to new interns at

the museum. During each of these tours, I got to know more about the specificities of



each department's collection, the way their objects are acquired, conserved and made

ready  to  be  displayed  in  exhibitions.  It  was  extremely  fascinating  to  see  how

researches  of  different  fields  (  historians,  archaeologists,  librarians  and  curators)

combine their  expertise  and work hand in hand on common projects  with a  great

teamwork  spirit.  This  amazingly  friendly  and  sympathetic  atmosphere  between

colleagues made my experience at the museum even more pleasant and enjoyable.

During my time at the museum, I mainly took part in the following guided tours:

21.10.2015 Guided tour of the Museum's library offered by Mrs. Hille

27.10.2015 Guided tour through the Ethnomusicology Department/Collection offered

by Mrs. Kopal

29.  10.  2015  Guided  tour  through  the  North  American  Ethnology  Department  /

Collection offered by Mr. Labischinski

30.10.2015 Guided tour through the South Seas Department/ Collection offered by

Mrs.  Deters  and  another  tour  through  the  North  Africa,  Western  & Central  Asia

Department/ Collection offered by Dr. Schindlbeck

Main Task

My main task as an intern at the Ethnologisches Museum was to scan around 300

photographic slides taken by Einar Schuler, a German orientalist and Professor of

Ancient Near Eastern Studies, during his field trips in Tunisia and Lebanon between

1968 and 1969. After scanning and numbering the slides, I was then asked to enter

basic information concerning each single photo ( title, nature of the photo, country,

date, etc.) and integrating them to MuseumPlus, the museum's database since 2010.

My work constituted but a small part of a larger project launched by the museum a

few years ago and which consists of digitizing around 10 000 slides before moving to

the Humboldt Forum building situated in the Mitte area of Berlin in 2019. 

Furthermore, I also worked on about 60 objects including jewels and pottery utensils

from  the  Kabylie  region  of  northern  Algeria.  Some  of  these  items  were  already

existing  in  the  Museum's  database  but  without  pictures  and  lacking  some  basic

information.  With  the  generous  help  of  Mr  Boris  Gliesmann,  a  museologist  and

information specialist, I went to the storage shelves of the 'Africa Collection', where

these  items  are  located,  took  pictures  of  the  items  and  integrated  them into  the

MuseumPlus database.  Thanks to my familiarity with the Kabylie region, the area

from which these objects where brought, as well  as my command of the Berber ,

Arabic  and  French  languages,  I  also  helped  correcting  and  adding  important

information concerning each item.

Other Tasks

Apart from my main task at the museum, I was  also asked by Dr Schindlbeck to

attend  a  few events  and  offer  my  help  when  needed.  For  instance,  on  the  6th of

October 2015, I accompanied Dr. Schindlbeck to visit a private collector who was

willing to offer a number of items to the museum ( mainly chairs from  the Swat area



of Pakistan). I was mainly responsible of taking pictures of these items so that Dr

Schindlbeck could show them to other colleagues during a meeting. Despite the items

were, according to Dr. Schindlbeck, of a great value and in a good condition, yet she

was  unable  to  accept  them because  the  museum  already  has  this  type  of  chairs

( although of an inferior quality) and due the limitedness of  its storage capacities,

long  consultations  with  other  colleagues  must  be  done before  any new items  are

brought to the museum. Indeed, this is one of the  problems Dr Schindlbeck and her

colleagues have to face quite often when it comes to object acquisition procedures.

Happily for the museum, it is going to move to the Humboldt Forum buildings where

its storage capacity will be greatly expanded.

 

On the 10th of October, I was also asked to help in the organization of a storytelling

session  at  the  museum,  which  is  part  of  the  '  Al  Halqa,  the  Last  Storytellers'

Exhibition. On another occasion,  I  also helped Dr. Schindlbeck prepare a meeting

with the representatives of different foreign embassies in Berlin (Turkey, Kazakhstan,

Tajikistan,  etc.  )  in  order  to  talk  about  the  preparation  of  the  Nawruz  Festival

celebration at the Ethnologisches Museum scheduled for the 20th of March 2016. 

Conclusion

I would like to express my deep gratitude to the whole TEEME programme thanks to

which I got to experience a training I would not have necessarily thought of doing had

I chosen a different doctoral programme. For the first  time and during a month, I

experienced the feeling of having a real full time job and the satisfaction of making

myself helpful and efficient in the performance of specific tasks. I can say that after

this experience, I  now seriously consider working at a museum as a future career

option .  My special thanks also go to the TEEME local coordinator in Berlin, Sabine

Schuelting,  who  despite  some  bureaucratic  hindrances,  did  her  utmost  to  find  a

placement position that could be of interest to me in Berlin.

In short, I must say that my work placement at the Ethnologisches Museum was as

beneficial as enjoyable. Most importantly, this experience gave me a glimpse of the

everyday life within a museum and of how,  in spite of a number of  financial and

organizational  issues,  a  group  of  passionate  men  and  women  keep  relentlessly

dedicated  to  transmitting  knowledge  to  a  large  public  without  ever  losing  their

enthusiasm and charisma.  

Date: Berlin, 19 /11/ 2015

Signature (electronic): Djamila KADI



TEEME Work Placement Report
(to be submitted after placement has been completed)

Name of student: Natacha Klein Käfer

Institution offering 

placement:

Arquivo Municipal de Vila do Conde

Start and end dates

of placement:

16/09/2015 to 16/10/2015

Work pattern: 5 days a week from 9h-18h

Placement 

supervisor:

Dr. Laura Garrido

Description of type 

of work carried 

out:

Research and pre-production of a video about ritual 

practices in the shipyards of Vila do Conde.

Reflective comments (indicative length: 500 to 1500 words)

The work placement in Vila do Conde was an excellent and enriching experience. The archive also

works as a memory centre, having several expositions, some permanent and some temporary,

which  put  a  lot  of  pressure  on  their  staff.  Nevertheless,  the  archive  staff  was  extremely

welcoming and helpful,  with  a  genuine concern  about  creating  something that  would  fit  my

particular skills. With the help of Prof. Amélia Polónia and the archive director Dr. Laura Garrido,

a new project combining the interests of the archive and my current research was created: a

recovery  of  the  ritual  practices  in  the  local  shipyards  with  the  potential  to  become  a  short

educational video.

At first, the idea was to combine oral history, images, and material culture, making connections

with long-term maritime traditions. As such, it would be necessary to conduct interviews with

the naval carpenters. However, several interviews had already been previously conducted, so it

was  decided  to  make  use  of  this  material  instead  of  making  new  interviews.  Based  on  the

transcriptions  of  one  of  such  interviews,  I  started  to  research  the  rituals  described  by  the

interviewee.

During this research it was possible to establish parallels between the rituals among shipyard

workers and traditions from different periods and locations. It also revealed a lot of the process

of ship construction itself. This research took several weeks, and included the search for images

to be used in the future video.

One setback was the fact that the actual video of the interviews was not yet in possession of the

archive, taking until the last week of the work placement to arrive. These interviews had to be

carefully watched, in order to decide the exact excerpts of the video that could be used for the

short film that was planned. This process is still ongoing. 

The work placement in Vila do Conde was incredible not only because the topic of my work there

was  absolutely  fascinating,  but  also  because  it  gave  me  the  experience  of  dealing  with  the



organization of the archive and the memory centre. I was given a lot of freedom to develop the

project according to my findings, receiving the support from archive director Laura Garrido and

the  help  of  Ivone  Pereira,  responsible  for  the  museum.  They  assisted  me  with  personal

connections,  sources,  and literature,  making the whole  research process go much faster than

expected. It was a great opportunity to meet the amazing staff, and this contact can even become

the start of a possible future project. 

Date: 29/10/2015

Signature (electronic): Natacha Klein Käfer



TEEME$Work$Placement$Report$
(to$be$submitted$after$placement$has$been$completed)$

$
$
Name$of$student:$
$

YiChun'Liu'

Institution$offering$
placement:$
$

Casa'da'Música'
$

Start$and$end$dates$
of$placement:$
$

20'April'–'15'July'2015 

Work$pattern:$
$

Part'time''

Placement$
supervisor:$
$

Rui'Pedro'Pereira'

Description$of$type$
of$work$carried$
out:$
$

The'majority'of'my' time'spent'at'Casa'da'Música'was'devoted' to'
digitising' concert' programs,' researching' early'modern'music,' and'
observing' two' social' inclusion' projects' held' weekly' outside' the'
House.''
'

$
$
Reflective$comments$(indicative$length:$500$to$1500$words)$
$
I'started'out'my'work'placement'at'Casa'da'Música'without'high'hopes'that'it'would'be'very'
applicable' to'my' research,' but' I' ended' up' having' the'most' rewarding' and' transformative'
experience'that'I'could'ever'have'hoped'for.''
'
The' first' half' of' the' placement' was' spent' digitising' the' concert' programs' of' Orpheon(
Portugense,' the' oldest' Society' of' Concerts' in' Portugal.' This' Society' was' founded' by'
Bernardo'Moreira' de' Sá' in' 1881' and'was' disbanded' in' 2008.' As' it' was' the'main' cultural'
entity' that' organised' various' concert' repertoires' since' the' late' 19th' century,' a' wealth' of'
documents' had' survived—including' scores,' programs,' photographs,' ads,' and' press'
releases—witnessing'the'growth'of'musical'scenes'in'Porto.'After'the'dissolution'of'Orpheon(
Portugense,'those'3000+'documents'were'entrusted'to'Casa'da'Música'to'create'an'archive'
for' future'reference'and'analysis.'The'documents'were'preserved' in'Mediateca,' the'music'
library' where' I' began' my' work' placement.' My' task' for' this' project' was' to' digitise' the'
concert'programs'(programs'#7—#364,'dating'from'25.05.1885'to'11.02.1928)'and,'with'the'
help'of'the'IT'staff,'create'a'database'where'musicians'and'amateurs'alike'could'have'easier'
access'to'the'musical'pieces'played'under'the'auspices'of'Orpheon(Portugense.(Usually'one'
set' of' program' comes'with' three' copies,' and' only' the' first' copy' needs' to' be' scanned.' In'
some' cases'where' the' copies' were'marked'with' additional' notes' (not' errata),' they'were'
treated'as'paratexts'and'both'copies'were'scanned.''
!
The' other' major' task' was' the' product' of' brainstorming' the' possible' intersection' of' my'
research'with'that'of'the'internship.'My'supervisor'Fátima'Vieira,'placement'supervisor'Rui'
Pedro'Pereira'and'I'made'it'our'plan'to'go'over'the'concert'program'for'the'upcoming'year'
and' identify' pieces' in'which' utopian/dystopian'messages'may' have' been' embedded.' The'



idea'was'to'put'the'label'of'Utopia500'next'to'the'concerts'we'found'on'the'2016'program,'
the' year' that' marks' the' fifth' centennial' of' the' publication' of' Thomas' More’s' Utopia.(
Possibilities' included' the' choral' concert' of' Fernando' Lopes`Graça,' the' twentieth' century'
composer'who'among'others'led'Portugal'from'dictatorship'to'democracy;'the'performance'
of' Shostakovich’s' 7th' Symphony' (titled' “Leningrad”),' and' Dvořák’s' New'World' Symphony.'
For'the'Leningrad'Symphony,'writing'a'short'piece'on'its'dystopian'impulses'was'an'optional'
choice.' To' engage' Dvořák’s' theme,' a' roundtable' discussion' before' the' concert—inviting'
professionals' from'different' disciplines' to' discuss'whether' a'new(world' is' still' in' demand,'
and' if' it' should' be—was' another' option.' In' addition' to' this' feature`planning' work,' my'
principal' role' in' this' project'was' researching' early'modern' composers' and'musical' pieces'
that'Thomas'More'might'have'been'exposed'to'or'might'have'had'contact'with'while'he'was'
writing'Utopia,'as'well'as'finding'the'scores'of'my'selection.'This'was'to'be'coordinated'with'
the' project' Sounds( of( Utopia,' under' the' commemorative' program' Utopia500,' a' joint'
initiative'of'CETPS'of'the'University'of'Porto'and'of'the'Utopian'Studies'Society.' I'selected'
pieces'to'be'diverse'both'geographically'(English'or'Franco`Flemish)'and'in'genre'(religious'
vs.'secular,'a(cappella'vs.'accompanied),'but'the'overarching'selection'criterion'was'based'
on' representing' the' notion' of'musica( reservata,' the' focus' on' lyrical' expressiveness' that'
often' featured' in' early' modern' music.' With' the' collaboration' of' Utopia500,' as' well' as'
several' conservatoires'and'church'groups,' the'Utopian'concerts' (name'yet' to'be' finalized)'
are'scheduled'to'take'place'from'29.04—01.05.2016,' in'various'venues'in'the'Porto'region'
and'hopefully'elsewhere.'Even'though'my'stint'at'Casa'da'Música'has'officially'ended,' I’ve'
continued' my' involvement' with' Sounds( of( Utopia' and' have' had' meetings' and'
correspondences'with'the'interns'now'working'on'the'project'to'stay'tuned'in'to,'and'give'
input'on,' its'development.'An'open'call' for'participation'has' just'been'announced,'aiming'
for'“the'creation'of'a'worldwide'polyphonic'utopian'sound”:'either'by'holding'a'concert'or'
musical'event'performing'several'of'the'selected'pieces'which'will'be'promoted'through'the'
Utopia500' website,' or' by' videotaping' one' or'more' pieces' either' in' its' original' score' or' a'
remix'version,'later'to'be'uploaded'to'the'Utopia500’s'YouTube'channel.''
'
Another'task—observing'two'social' inclusion'projects—was' in'fact'my'volunteer'work'that'
had,' unexpectedly' but' gratifyingly,' led' to' a' concrete' product' pertinent' to' celebrating' the'
theme(s)' of' Utopia.' A' couple' of' personal' life`events' prompted'me' to' volunteer' in' the' ‘A'
Casa' vai' a' Casa’' program' of' the' Education' Service.' This' ‘Bringing' Music' to' Your' Home’'
program'runs'several'sub`projects'biannually,'each'of'which'is'held'once'a'week.'I'observed'
two' workshops,' one' in' a' juvenile' detention' centre' and' the' other' with' patients' from' a'
psychiatric' institution.'Different'workshop'leaders'had'their'own'way'of' leading'the'group,'
or' ‘bringing' music' to' the' house’,' so' to' speak.' The' main' goal' was' to' stimulate' artistic'
experience'and'to' invigorate'social' inclusivity.'An'optional'performance'could'be'arranged'
at'the'last'session'of'the'workshop,'and'both'groups'opted'for'such.'Observing,'and'in'a'way'
being'a'participant,' gave'me'a' first`hand'experience'and' reaffirmed'how' those'are' in' fact'
the' utopian' manifestations' that' prioritised' the' involvement' of' the' underprivileged'
communities,'with'music'as'the'essential'ingredient.'This'may'seem'idealistic;'indeed'music'
itself' does' not' solve' problems.'Neither' does' utopia.' But' in' this' particular' case,' they' both'
present' possibilities' and' portray' an' alternative' reality—even' just' temporarily—that'
encouraged' inclusivity,' harmony' and,' for' some,' a' sense' of' achievement.' I' suggested' to'
Education'Service'coordinator'Jorge'Prendas'that'the'whole'initiative,'mainly'but'not'limited'
to' ‘A'Casa'vai'a'Casa’,' is'a'de' facto'Utopia' (to'appropriate' this' concept' in'a' lay'discourse)'
because' it' reaches' out' and' aims' to' include' everyone.' Toward' the' end' of'my' placement,'
Jorge'came'to'me'and'thanked'me'for'giving'them'this'idea'and'told'me'that'there'will'be'a'
concert' named' “Utopia”' to' be' held' on' 22nd' and' 23rd' of' March' 2016.' Unlike' the' other'
‘professional’' concerts' performed' by' the' musicians' in' residence' at' Casa' da' Música,' this'



concert' will' be' a' collaborative' effort' between' the' workshop' leaders' and' some' of' the'
underprivileged'communities.' It' is' indeed'gratifying'to'see'that'the'relevance'of'Utopia'(in'
whichever'form'it' is)' is'being'further'acknowledged'and'promoted,'and'that'a'concert'will'
be'put'together'that'not'just'celebrates'Utopia'but'works'like'a'call`to`action.'It'is'not'a'new'
thing'for'a'social'inclusion'project'to'be'developed'into'a'formal'performance,'but'it'will'be'
the'first'time'recognising'and'underlining'the'Utopian'spirit'of'those'projects'that'sees'the'
process' of' change' taking' place.' Additionally,' the' research' about' music’s' influence' on'
Thomas'More'helped'me' re`explore' the'musical' scenes' in'Utopia' and'discover' that'music'
was'in'fact'an'intrinsic'element'in'the'ideal'vision'that'More'envisaged.'That'along'with'my'
reflection'on'the'‘A'Casa'vai'A'Casa’'program'inspired'me'to'present'a'conference'paper'this'
October' that' discusses' the' utopian' and' heterotopian' dimensions' of'music,' using' Casa' da'
Música'as'the'case'study.'
 
Besides' the'many' concerts' and' general' rehearsals' that' I' got' to' attend,' one' of' the'major'
benefits'of'working'at'Casa'da'Música'was'that'I'developed'a'whole'new'perspective'toward'
classical' music' thanks' to' my' colleagues' at' Mediateca,' Pedro' Marques' and' João' Carlos'
Ribeiro,' with' whom' we’ve' shared' many' heated' discussions' and' from' whom' I’ve' learned'
tremendously.' I' set' forth' on' my' placement' with' barely' any' knowledge' of' or' sense' of'
appreciation'for'classical'music,'but'now'it'has'literally'taken'over'all'of'my'music'listening.'
It' worked' wonders' lifting' my' spirits' from' their' then`abysmal' state.' I' also' realised' that'
listening' to' different' renditions' of' the' same' piece' is' on' some' level' like' reading' different'
translations' of' the' same'work.' The' conductor' offers' his' or' her' own' interpretation' of' the'
piece;'and'the'end'product'is'a'profound'dialogue'that'intermediates'variously'between'the'
composer,'conductor,'musicians,'and'audience.''
 
I’d'not'hesitate'to'use'the'word'‘transformative’—it'is'probably'especially'appropriate'for'a'
utopian'researcher'such'as'myself—to'describe'my'work'experience'at'Casa'da'Música.'The'
placement'period'was'a'scant'few'months,'yet'what'it'has'helped'and'changed'in'me'will'be'
with'me'for'a'lifetime,'and'for'this,'I’m'deeply'grateful.''
$
$
$
Date:$$$09.11.2015$
$
Signature$(electronic):$$YiChun$Liu$$
$$
$



TEEME Work Placement Report
(to be submitted after placement has been completed)

Name of student: Tiago Sousa Garcia

Institution offering 

placement:

National Maritime Museum

Start and end dates

of placement:

01.05.2015 – 01.06.2015

Work pattern: Weekdays, 11h00 – 17h00

Placement 

supervisor:

Dr. James Davey

Description of type 

of work carried 

out:

Research of the Caird Library's catalogue of early modern 

books.

Reflective comments (indicative length: 500 to 1500 words)

Note: Please provide some comments on the experience of the work placement you have 

undertaken. These comments can take any form but should address the link between your 

research and the nature of the placement. Please note that matters of a confidential nature should

not be included in this report but sent separately to the general coordinator. 

During my time at the National Maritime Museum I was fortunate enough to be involved in the 

early planning stages of a new forthcoming gallery focusing on Tudor and Stuart navigation. This 

new gallery, part of the Lottery Fund backed project Endeavour – a set of new galleries and 

initiatives to open in three years' time at the NMM – will explore Britain's role in the golden age 

of sea travel and discoveries, attempting to fulfil a very noticeable gap in the museum's 

exhibitions related to the early modern period. My primary role in this was to comb through the 

Caird catalogue of early modern and rare books to identify, analyse and report on possible pieces 

to be included in the new gallery. It was, at once, both a familiar and new responsibility: while 

library research has been a mainstay of my doctoral project, the concerns I had to address were 

new and clearly focused on the necessities of a museum. For example, rather than concentrating 

exclusively on the individual details of each copy, I was encouraged to consider their rotation 

potential – i.e., how easy it would be to replace a particular copy with another without disturbing 

the exhibition. Because the new gallery will be a permanent one, and because paper objects can 

only be displayed for a relatively short time (about 6 months) for conservation reasons, such 

preoccupations were at the forefront of my research. To balance the significance and interest of 

each particular copy of a book with its rotation potential and other practical matters of museum 

display was one of the major challenges of the work placement. I was also encouraged to come up

with new ideas of subjects to be covered in the exhibition, with a particular emphasis on 

international or foreign contexts, in order to better contextualise Britain's role in the maritime 

history of the period. Within this strand of my time at the NMM, I produced reports on four 



different thematic groups of early modern books: those relating to the Spanish Armada, to the 

shipmoney controversy at the start of the British civil war, to a genre that could be called 

seamen's manuals (routers, but also prayer books, advice for young sailors, rigging manuals, 

calendars, almanacs) and the Library's copies of Ptolemy's Geographia. This last report took the 

lion's share of my time at the NMM, as the library had over 40 copies of Ptolemy that all needed 

checking.

In addition to this, I was also allowed to sit in several weekly meetings of the task force working 

on the Tudor and Stuart gallery: these meetings usually included James Davey, the curator of the 

gallery, a interpretation officer and the project manager for the gallery. Sitting on these meetings 

allowed me to understand how different departments are concerned with contrastingly different 

issues, and how much of the meeting itself becomes an interesting quest to find a middle ground 

that can appease all parties. I was also allowed to sit in a curatorial meeting and one of the first 

meetings with the design team that will create the new gallery. All of these allowed me to 

perceive countless different aspects of what is at stake when creating a new exhibition for a 

national museum such as the NMM.

Lastly, James was also kind enough to allow me to visit other departments within the museum, 

namely the conservation department, the photography and reproduction department and the 

publishing department. These visits where not only academically stimulating but also 

enlightening on the more practical aspects of the museum's workings.

All in all, my time at the museum was a welcome respite from the usual routine of my doctoral 

research. James was tremendously accommodating and a true pleasure to work with, and was 

always ready to answer my questions or discuss with me in a refreshingly frank manner my 

somewhat cynical remarks and comments. This work placement allowed me to witness the 

backstage of the museum's life, and alerted me to the many different preoccupations involved in 

setting up an exhibition. 
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